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About This Game

This casual strategy game has two immersive game modes.

In the first game mode, "Height Challenge" you must use a steady hand to try and build a tower as high as possible before it
eventually becomes unstable and falls over, you can use special cubes to help increase your chances of building higher.

In the second game mode, "Balance Challenge" you must balance falling blocks on a hand held platform. you must successfully
stack the given amount of blocks to progress, you will gain score multipliers for a flawless performance. This game mode will

require good hand to eye coordination and fast reactions as the game become progressively harder.

key Features

Performance Tracker - This track your stats in the game. such as best scores

Movement Systems - "Grab to Move" or "Slide/Touch To Move"
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Interactive Tutorial - Optional tutorial, these levels help you get to grips with the controls

Fun For All Ages - This simple strategy game has been designed for all ages with its colorful art style and simple controls

Great Performance - With scalable graphics this game is designed to run on any VR ready PC,
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Title: Stack
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
AeroLab Studios
Publisher:
AeroLab Studios
Release Date: 18 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel I5 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970

Storage: 5 GB available space

Additional Notes: HTC Vive Headset and Playspace

English
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Wow, this game deserves an awful lot more praise than it has received! While the story may be a bit on the average side
compared to the best RPGs in history, for an RPG Maker game, this game goes above and beyond. Let's see some ratings:

Graphics: 8\/10 (for RPG Maker, of course)

Music: 8\/10 (Some really nice tunes here, great work Harmonic!)

Skill System: 7\/10 (It's pretty good, but not ground-breaking. Being able to refund and reuse points is a nice touch, though. Any
customization in an RPG Maker game is welcome!)

Questing System: 9\/10 (Seriously, I really like the quest tracking system, and TONS of side quests!)

Augment System: 9\/10 (More of this in future games, please!)

Battle System: 9\/10 (This is where the game really shines, in my opinion, paired with the ability to augment your gear. Being in
"complete" control of your enmity, or "hate", and really pimping out your tank character to take all the hits, aside from AoE, is
very MMO-ish, and I found it quite enjoyable!)

Bonus: Monster Node Crystals. When you find these, they give you a shard you can use on any character to earn a skill point.
Also, when deactivated, you stop getting into random encounters in that area! You can turn the crystal off and on whenever you
want if you feel like getting some experience, otherwise you are able to explore without stopping every few seconds to fight!

Of course, everything isn't rainbows and gummy bears, though. I have 3 gripes with the game, 2 are very minor, but one is pretty
bad.

Minor
1.) No steam achievements
2.) No controller button remapping (could use a remapping program to do this but meh)

Huge
3.) The end dungeon\/boss (spoiler free). I'm all for a challenging, decently sized dungeon to finish off a game, but when your
final dungeon is about as time consuming as 1\/3 the total gameplay time it took you to reach the dungeon in the first place, its a
bit overboard. I'll say that there are 4 or 5 "areas" that you have to clear, in order to open up a path that you would ASSUME
leads you right into where you fight the boss. Well, you know what they say about assuming, it makes
an\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665out of you and me. After opening the path, you're met by ANOTHER huge, sprawling area
filled with tough random encounters and enemies that love instant death moves. Didn't buy accessories to avoid this situation?
Tough luck, son. Finally, you reach the area where the final boss is hidden away. After some dialogue, right before you fight,
you're given a chance to access your menu, which I did, and chose to save.

....Maybe that wasn't such a good idea. After being unable to defeat the boss due to a mechanic I won't mention here, I decided
"well, I'll just go grind some more", even though I couldn't bare the thought of walking out of that annoying area again, even
without enemy encounters (by disabling crystal). So, I loaded up my save, but to my dismay an invisible "lol f-you" wall blocked
my path and pushed me back. WHY ALLOW ME TO SAVE AT A POINT OF NO RETURN?? If I hadn't (accidentally mind
you) made a 2nd save about an hour previous, I would literally have had to play the entire game again, just to be strong enough
to beat the final boss!

TLDR - The final dungeon\/boss were almost enough for me to give this game a negative rating, even after I enjoyed the hell
out of the rest of the gameplay\/features. (I've heard this ridiculousness existed in the first "Deadly Sin" game as well, with an
end boss that was, at least at one point, impossible to beat under certain conditions)

Regardless, this game is still above average, and I recommend it to anyone looking for a nostalgic trip down RPG memory lane.
The added features were really unexpected but definitely help to set it apart from other RPG Maker games. The end portions of
the game are a bit poorly executed, but the rest is darn good. Hopefully there will be a continuation of the series in the future.
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Buy the game, even if you wait til its on sale, to support the developer and future releases!. I bought this purely from the image
when scrolling through games to buy, who doesn't like chameleons and thieving?
Overall an enjoyable game if a little easy, with nice animation and simple controls I'd recommend it.
Here's hoping for another with more options in play & story (the last level really got me!!). A brutal and unforgiving game at
times, that requires a fair bit of grinding to "git gud" at, but I enjoy the grind as the animations and traps make it all so much fun
to slice and dice your way to the end.

There are a huge no. of traps and the maps are all pretty damn solid, there's not one that I wouldn't play again, but some are
better than others, and the level design is not on par with the first which was tight and solid throughout. The inclusion of
destructive tiles adds a further layer of complexity but nevertheless there are new tricks to be used on your journey to the end.

The random drops and loot are another great touch, but I feel that I've not come close to the end and have played for 20 hours.

I would recommend unequivocally to anyone who played the first and found it fun, you will have a ball here as they really
stepped-up.. Highly polished puzzle game inspired by Huarong Dao / Klotski / Rush Hour etc.. It has tiered solutions (simply
solve a level, solve it the hard way, or just find a hidden pearl to skip it), so you can choose your preferred way of playing.
Easily recommended.. Season Match is a very fun match 3 game. The story is kind of laughable, but that's not what I play these
sort of games for anyway. It does have nice music and the click click click of the mouse works quite well. Recommended if you
like match 3 games.. Smokebox did it again. The second great live steam locomotive. I love this little loco. It's got an attitude
however it you know how to treat it, it will responed to you well. This little guy tells the big ones to get out of the way here I
come. Again like the UPFEF-3 it takes a while to learn how to run it but when you do you will love it also. Keep those live US
steam locomotives coming Smokebox. They are a real treat.. i love ship paints, but i also like that this dlc is somewhat optional, i
hope they wont remove paints from the standard game just to sell this :P if they did it would remove some of the grind and loot.

but other than that this dlc is worth it if you like ship customization, i bought it so i can get the "scarred" paint for the
trincomalee (fitting for a pirate ship eh?), i also heard about paints being added in the future, i hope they have scarred for
constitution.. This game is a virtual VR masterpiece in storytelling, presence and immersion. After the Windows 10 Creators
update this is very much needed!
Comes with various Taskbar and Start menu customizability options and does exactly what it should without hogging resources
from your computer.. Okay, this one is a very.. strange case. Controls are against your gaming instincs. fighting is boring. It's
like WOW, but even more boring. It's pretty much the same gameplay, but, offline, of course.

If you walk in the water(or, walking in your own death), it'll say ''YOU ARE DROWNING''

I highly doubt i'll give this game another chance. We'll see.

*EDIT* I GAVE THIS GAME A SECOND CHANCE AND MY GOD IT'S TERRIBLE.

Overall: 2\/10. Avoid at all cost.
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No Tutorial !. The game's great, just\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off that I and many others can't
play it, and the devs don't seem to be bothered in the slightest.. Loop is a wonderfully relaxing and fun puzzle game. From the
soothing musical tones and peaceful designs of the loops, it's the perfect game to play at the end of a long day.

I enjoy the variety of loops available, as well as the range in colour schemes. It's a well thought-out game that I've played a few
times through. I would love to play more of it if I could.

This is a great, calm game that I highly recommend to all puzzle-lovers, and to anyone needing a calm, soothing activity. It's
brilliant.. Even better than the first one, now vehicles can be damaged instead off being either dead or alive.
Also unit info is more detailed, and while in game, when selecting units, you can see the thickness of the armor on the different
facing of the vehicles, instead of just a number based on how strong the armor is.

If you liked the first one, you will love this one !. C'mon, it's $2. It's definitely worth it for the price. Tight-platforming levels,
easy-to-understand-but-hard-to-master combat and jumping techniques, fun bosses, interesting story, overall good game.

(A map would've REALLY been useful though.) :)
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